
A brief report on ORIENTATION
PROGRAMME for Ist year Postgraduate

students

Held during : 10th-12th june , 2019

The Orientation/Inauguration of the Academic Year 2019-2020 for the newly
admitted postgraduate students organized by Christ Deemed to be University on
10th June 2019 at the University auditorium, Christ (Deemed to be University),
Bangalore.

Students were welcomed by a welcome dance of the college team ‘Natyarpana’
and with a vision, “Excellence and Service”. The function was officially
inaugurated by lighting the lamp by the dignitaries and thus by sharing the
mission and core values of the university. The programme then progressed
through the prayers, readings from the Holy Scriptures and melodious Concluding
Hymn by the college Music team.

The Honourable Vice Chancellor of the University, Dr Fr Abraham V M
delivered the Inaugural Address. In his address he motivated all students
and asked them to pursue their dreams and use the enormous facilities
provided by the University in the field of research. It was then taken over
by the Deens of the various departments who gave an insight on the history
and gradual growth of the Christ College to a well established Christ
Deemed to be University.

The programme concluded with the fusion dance of the team ‘Natyarpana’
and University Anthem.

On the second day, that is 11th june, an ice-breaking session was organised to help 
students get to know each other which was well-facilitated by Mr. Rupen Paul. He 
made us bond very quickly so as to work towards a common goal of developing 
ourselves both academically and non-academically. The class started with each 
student introducing oneself but not in an ordinary way , Mr. Paul asked us to call out 



the names with an adjective. This not only made the activity fun but also helped us 
remember everyone’s name. 

Then the class proceeded towards making students understand the importance of 
communication. There were activities in which students were asked to talk about 
their greatest achievement , another activity focussed on importance of listening and 
having a productive conversation. Students were asked to talk about the values they 
think they have cultivated till now and also about few things which make them feel 
happy and successfull in life. The objective was to make students understand their 
worth and every individual on this planet is unique and important. It was a simple yet
a very effective session.

On the third day of orientation students were guided by Dr. Pranesh S  about the 
course details and what are the career opportunities , how one can do research in field
of interest and contribute to mathematics. He told us about the opportunities in fluid 
mechanics and graph theory as the research fields plus how one should go about 
preparating for different competitive exams, phd and mphil courses. Everyone got to 
know about department of mathematics and it’s faculty.

Further Mr. V M Ruben briefed about the things apart from academic which will help
every student in their daily lives like curiosity to learn , positive attitude and how one
can use it by giving us examples of few legendary persons. He mentioned different 
examples like how one should deal with difficulties in life.

Lastly Meenakshi ma’am took the class about the importance of grit and passion and 
how one can combine it and use it to achieve  respective goals and not to quit in 
between in the journey. She taught the real meaning of grit and gave a grit test which 
was helpful to find grit score and know how gritty one is. She discussed perseverance
and how one should remain dedicated towards goals till one reaches his/her final 
destination.
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